Prediction of the stock market is currently a big business opportunity for the data analytic solution providers. As the vast range of factors influencing the stock market index are available, it is essential to find the relation between those macroeconomic variables with company share prices and predict the accurate results. Our research is analyzing different relation between the prediction and individual stock prices of financial sector companies in National Stock Exchange 50(NIFTY 50). To make a strong portfolio the selection of different companies is one of the vital decisions we should attempt for a good investment. Trending researches regarding financial forecast are based on the accuracy of the models that how well National Stock Exchange (NSE) index values can be predicted. There is significant literature survey available on the prediction of the stock market as well as its pricing. NIFTY 50 is one of the well-known indexes in India for the investors seeking a good investment. In our research, we attempt, to forecast the stock values of different organizations of Banking and Financial sectors in NIFTY 50. Before including the factors to forecast share market index we are trying to find the relation between different factors and indices of those companies. The study empirically proves that the proposed model is precise to be used in real time stock prediction which can benefit the sellers, investors and stakeholders in their real time savings, investment, and speculation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Prediction of the stock market index is the key to gain profit in the market. Traditionally while predicting the stock index, a random estimation is taken where the stock market leads to. An investor should have complete awareness of daily news for the market. The stock market depends on several microeconomic and macroeconomic variables i.e. rate of inflation, the price of different metals, crude oil price, Gross Domestic product rate, employment rate, consumer price index, interest rates, and rate of liquidity etc. Other than these, stock market counts on the variable such as government policies, budget policy, seasons, natural and man-made disasters. It is very difficult to decide how much NSE index is affected by these factors. An assessment when one should invest his money and gets most benefitted (in terms of investment) is decided by n-Day (n = 10, 11, 12…) moving price average. Current research attempts to predict the share market based on macroeconomic variables. The researchers are considering a limited number of macroeconomic variables and based on those variables they estimate the prediction price and try to improve the model on which they are working on. The developers are also forecasting the movement direction of stock index values using support vector machine [1] .
There is a limited research work that aims to investigate the stock market by considering the significant input factors. Instructors and stakeholders are finding it hard to examine the stock market Copyright © 2018 MECS I.J. Information Engineering and Electronic Business, 2018, 2, 33-41 [12] .Currently researches are lagging behind with the difficulty of preciseness of predicting the accurate share price. A small difference with actual values may make a capital loss in billions of money, the precise in their outputs and relying on those results, the investors pay a huge loss [15] [16] . This scenario demands a framework which can accurately analyze the share prices of organizations in Banking and Financial sectors and produce the beneficial results. This work is based on Artificial Neural Network by considering the relevant factors which influence the Banking and Financial Sectors. We propose an approach which empirically analyzes the important factors affecting this sector and predicts the next day share price of each organization based on historical prices and values of different macroeconomic variables.
II. RELATED WORK
Bollen et.al [3] included the specific public mood dimensions to improve the accuracy of Dow Jones Industrial Average(DJIA). Baba et.al [4] developed an intuitive forecast system of stock price which internally uses Artificial neural networks(ANN). Helbert predicted economy using ANN [5] . Jung-Hua developed a system from which they can easily predict the stock index on weekly basis [6] . Prediction of share market index can be done using both quantitative and qualitative factors. Kyoung-jae et.al [7] discusses how genetic algorithm helps to discretize the connection weights in artificial neural network to predict share market and its values [8] [13].Yang H. et.al [9] used Support Vector Regression technique to solve regression and prediction problem and found that the system's prediction volatility is affected by the changes in the margins of Support Vector Regression(SVR). Robert et.al [10] in his research from news and stock market quotes they are able to forecast the stock market but with limited accuracy of 57.1%. [14] uses classifiers and clusters to improve the accuracy of prediction up to 65%.Though the effect of variables on our prediction system depends on how we choose those variables a thorough study shows that how these variables also are co-related with each other and their effects on financial forecasting [11] .
[17] Peter at al uses artificial neural network to predict the stock prices of four selected Nigerian banks with 2003 to 2006 data. Authors in their research use backpropagation algorithm. They avoid memorization because the model didn't have too many processing elements-neurons. The model introduced by them had an accuracy of 95%.
[18] Ayman et al performs sentiment analysis on financial news them and historical stock market prices. Their research work included two steps in which for the first step they produce the text polarity using Bayes algorithm which achieves up to 86% accuracy from that text polarity. New polarities and historical stock prices are combined together to predict the future stock prices with an achievement of the prediction accuracy up to 89.80%.
III. RELATION AND ANALYSIS OF STOCK COMPANIES
To select the parameters between the financial sectors and different macroeconomic variables we must have the relation between them. We can commence the relation between them using different statistical values. The statistical values will enhance the accuracy of the model further. The statistical values give us the estimate that whether these companies' data is useful enough for our prediction model or not. To use the data for prediction the data must be less prone to errors and more related with each other.
The financial sector of NIFTY50 contains the following companies: 
A. Basic Statistic Values
1. Mean: It is one single value used to represent our dataset in which we will divide the total number of values with the number values.
2. Standard Deviation: It is the quantity by which we can indicate that how much the member of the group is differ from the value of mean.
3. Expectation of squared deviation of stock values from its mean value. 4. Kurtosis: It is the probability shape descriptor. 5. Skewness: It indicates the normal distribution of the curve.
6. Jarque-Bera Test: This test is to check whether the kurtosis and skewness match the normal distribution.
The basic statistic values of different stock prices in the financial sector are shown in Table 1 .
B. Pearson Relation
It is the indication of the linear relationship between the variables. We investigated the Pearson relation between the company stock prices and macroeconomic variable to find how strongly they are connected with each other. 
IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

A. Backpropagation
Gradient descent algorithm intends to find minima/maxima of a function which is situated in the general category of gradient descent algorithm. The function by iteratively moving in the negative slope's direction to find minima/ maxima. The main motive is to minimize the error function. The minimized average function is proposed as,
This above function will evaluate the error from a window of 15 days every time we forecast the NSE index.
B. Data Processing
The data of Nifty Sensex we considered for our research contains the date, Open Values on that day, highest value on that day, lowest value on that day, closing value on that day, the volume of shares which were being sold on that day, Adjacent Close values. But in our data, we considered the Date values and a closing value for in the consideration. For every single value of prediction, we use last 9 days of indexes of listed companies' data available with us.
Different combinations of input samples is being fed to ANN as an single vector. Because of more than one sample there is a delay in the system. To combine the data a moving window is used for the points which are as follows:
Here O n is the n th observation for particular moving window and k represents the frequency or treated as previous values used to forecast the very next stock value. Target observations are formally the data vector stock values of next time step:
Here the target represents the nth observation = (4 × − (min( ) + max ( ))) (min( ) + max ( )) Before being treated as input, the input is being processed for the normalization which is being equated with an equation. After getting the predicted value the values are again DE normalized to original scale by the equation.
= (
(max( ) − min( )) 2 + (min( ) + max( ))
C. Activation Function
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We can use different activation function for the neurons, few of them are mentioned below:
1. Unipolar Sigmoid:
Tan Hyperbolic
The activation function used is common to all neurons in ANN.
D. Network Configuration
Variables which are used for the prediction: Above mentioned values are considered as default values for above variables used in for Artificial Neural Network.
E. Hidden Layers and Neurons
The ANN we used in our research is for the prediction of stock values which have arbitrary number nodes in hidden layer. The decision of nodes is decided by the user before the execution.
F. Stopping Criteria
The learning rate will control the rate of convergence in the backpropagation algorithm. A bigger estimation of would guarantee speedier merging; be that as it may it might make the calculation sway throughout the minima, to make the convergence very slow directly affected by littler estimation of .
We required few ceasing paradigm for the calculation too, to guarantee that it doesn't run endlessly. For our investigations we utilized a three-overlap ceasing model. The back propagation calculation met the stopping criteria if any of the conditions are met:
 The adjustment in error from a step of iteration to the next should not exceed the threshold value that the user can set  For increase in error value, a relaxation factor here allows a minimal increase in the error values. It is also being observed that the error tends to increase by a small amount and then decrease again, in case, if iteration's number reaches beyond a certain limit. In our case, we set the limit as 200.
V. RESULTS AND SIMULATION
Prefix "PI_" is used for the stock prices of Predicted companies in the figure from the financial sector.
The Graphs which we used in this section is produced by Python graph tool generator 'matplotlib' libraries. The result output we generated is separated for each bank stock prices. In this section, we indicate that how much accuracy we are able to achieve from the prediction algorithm.
A. Error Calculation
The convergence error is calculated as the percentage of the modulus of difference between the predicted value and the original values.
From the above formula, we obtained the following Error percentage.
As shown in Table 3 . The accuracy of the above model is moderate and we can use this model for stock prediction. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A. Conclusion
Different macroeconomic variables and physical factors will affect the share prices of the different stock we took from financial sectors from NIFTY 50. Because of the compelling relation between the macroeconomic variables and different stock values it plays a vital role. Prediction of share prices will lead to various data analytic solution providers to recommend on which company one should invest for his capital.
B. Future work
We recommend the following future work a researcher can do for the stock prediction. Researchers can find the relation by more number of macroeconomic variables as well.
Finding the relation between other sectors as well will lead to a better scope for prediction. Predicting the stock prices of different companies will lead to the prediction of the main NIFTY50 index which is the open research platform for other indices as well.
Researchers can use other prediction algorithm and compare them to find which one results in the best for the stock prediction.
